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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FEBRUARY 19, 2021 

Impact Precision Shooting Named an Affiliate Sponsor of the 2021 Precision Rifle Series Season 

Jackson, TN – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, dedicated 

to the promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is proud to announce Impact 

Precision Shooting as an Affiliate Sponsor of the 2021 Precision Rifle Series Season. 

We are honored to partner with Impact Precision during the 2021 season and we are grateful for their commitment to 

promoting growth and innovation in the sport of precision rifle shooting,” said Shannon Kay, Director of the PRS.  

“Impact has consistently been among the top performing actions trusted by PRS competitors in recent years.  

Specifically, the 737R has become a favorite among PRS shooters.” 

Tate Streater and the Impact Team have been trailblazers in the precision rifle community, providing exceptional 

actions to PRS shooters.  During the last few years Impact has led the way as the most popular action among the 

top 100 shooters in the Precision Rifle Series. As a top PRS competitor himself, Tate Streater and his team are 

distinctly aware of the equipment needs of the shooters. Using nothing but the latest CNC technology they can hold 

extremely tight tolerances and finishes that are second to none. Impact Precision actions are chosen by PRS 

Champions season after season due to the unmatched accuracy and durability they provide. The Impact 737R, with 

its rugged bolt stop design that can take abuse while not requiring modification of your stock or chassis, has been 

the most popular action among PRS competitors for several years now. The design allows for barrels to be 

purchased off the shelf and user installed, so that our shooters can hit the firing line without the hassle of a re-barrel 

job.  

This year Impact Precision Shooting, alongside their partners at Foundations Stocks and Stuteville Precision, will be 

placing several custom rifles on PRS Pro Series Prize tables. Impact will also be a primary sponsor of the PRS AG 

Series, home to the nine most elite PRS matches in the country leading up to the AG Cup. The PRS also looks 

forward to working with Impact Precision Shooting to successfully leverage the partnership to directly support 

membership, elevate national pro series competitions, and grow the sport. The PRS will host 45 of the most 

renowned national level precision rifle competitions in the nation, with the 2021 PRS Finale taking place from 

November 6-7, hosted at The Whittington Center in Raton, New Mexico, where Impact Precision Shooting will be 

sponsoring the event.   

For more information on the Precision Rifle Series, visit https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/   

To learn more about Impact Precision Shooting please see link:  https://impactprecisionshooting.com/ 

 

About Impact Precision Shooting: 

Here at Impact we set out to make the most reliable, accurate, and functional actions on the market. Using nothing 

but the latest in CNC technology, we are able to hold extremely tight tolerances and finishes that are second to none. 

Impact has become the #1 choice for the Precision Rifle Series while claiming more wins so far in the 2020 season 

than all other competitors combined. Impact Precision shooters have won 5 of the last 6 National Championships! 
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